
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bears, 

 

Nearly clean sweep, but not in the good way. Two teams got out-

righted despite some good individual performances. 

 

 

A-Grade       Lost 

Lost to the Wanderers who scored about 100 too many runs. 

 

B-Res        Lost 

Plenty of players fired, but none in the same innings loosing the 

game outright. 

 

C-Grade       Lost 

Got rolled in the first innings for not much more than 50, fielded 

well and stacked on the runs in the second innings. Sent them 

back in to chase 150 and lost outright needing only 2 more 

wickets for a great comeback. 

 

C 1-Day (Round 4)      Lost 

First loss of the season, but it came right down to the wire. 

 

C 1-Day (Round 5)      Won 

Returned to their winning ways against North Shore, they are 

easily the form team of the Bears right now. 
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Next Game 

V The Roys  

at Willoughby 

Park 

 

 

Bears 130  

Lost To The Wanderers 7/239 (Wilton 3/55, Arif 2/68) 

At Koola Park 

 

 

 

 

No report received

A-Grade Match Report 
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Next Game 

V Centrals  

at Blackburn 

Lower 

 

 

Bears 8/131 (Banning 78,)  

& 7/181 (Nusalim 101, Wallace 36) 

Lost Outright to Kirribilli 7/306 (J Creedy 3/54, Sowell 2/71) 

& 0/8 

At Forsyth Lower 

After we arrived at the ground in drips and drabs, with some in various states of drunkenness and/or hangovers we had a debate 
to work out what we were going to do. With the votes tied at three a piece, Junior (Cam Creedy) made the call to follow his footy 
coach and not his uncle‟s vote. Thank goodness he doesn‟t follow everything Creedy does. So if we where to win the toss we would 
have a bowl, and as the coin landed we all pulled out whites on.  

First over came from the Northern End of Forsyth Lover with Jezza, first ball a very large appeal for LBW, second ball swung a bit, 
third ball and even bigger appeal for LBW and somewhere after that GK took a lovely catch as keep to have them 1/0 after 1 over. 
BB kicked it off from the City End and landed every ball on the seam. Though a wide was called on a ball which did upset the 
generally relaxed and care free BB... a slight altercation with their umpire at the end of the over which obviously meant there was 

an angry ball to follow and it did only to miss off stump by three feet and someone retrieving it from the bush. A change in bowling 
and we had a wicket to Creedy “the ball killer” getting there other opener LBW 2/26 the next few over brought nothing fruitful for 
the bears but did prove fruit for the Crusaders as they latched onto a few loose balls and a few dropped catches.  

Junior was then inducted into the score book as a bowler for the first time – 0/10 off his first over in cricket was better than his 
uncles which is believed to have gone 13 balls long and went for 40 odd runs... though that was his only over for the innings.  

Drinks came and then went, which saw the introduction of GK from behind the stumps to in front of them with some tight bowling 
and not so tight keeping from BB. But there were no byes still etched into the score book... then the third keeper of the day was 
introduced behind the stumps with Creedy taking over and this is when byes where etched all over the bye‟s column. Creedy 
climbed out from behind the stumps to take another two wickets whilst there batsmen dispatched the rest of us around the 
postage stamp. Rob Wallace picked up a wicket, then BB did the same after agreeing to allow a batsmen to get his tone off a pie 
outside off which was dispatched in the bush with the following ball lodging the off stump in Creedy‟s gloves.  

So chasing 306, Muddo looked around to see BB already putting the pad‟s on and looking for an opening partner. Robby Wallace 
made the long walk to the middle to face 14 overs from the opposition with the direction from Muddo to see the day out. Well that 
lasted until the third ball of the first over when BB put their opening bowler onto Upper Forsyth, after a few singles knocked around 
Robby was making the walk back to the shed‟s, out came Junior who smashed his bat into the ground and was given not out. Then 
pressured into walking by the opposition. Fraser came out to face the hat trick ball negotiated it nicely with a forward defence (first 
of the innings apparently). Fraser knocked it around with BB going via the aerial route to score runs, Fraser made his way to 5 
before he was sent packing. So out came the next bear... only to be slogathon Creedy... defensive shots where now few and far 
between with these two in the middle. With two balls left on day 1 – Creedy was sent to the showers... out came the newest bear 
– Patrick „knock out‟ Nusalim (an import from the bats), first ball he almost got stumped and he blocked the next ball. End of day 1 
chasing 306 bears where 4/61.  

Day 2 we arrived to a day that was overcast and a bit muggy. BB and Knock Out strolled out to the pitch to make the most of gaps 
whilst KCCC only had 8 players. Neither of them should have worried as they both took an aerial assault to the bowling from the 
first over. Patrick got to 20 (2 x 4‟s & 2x6‟s) before he was sent packing. BB continued his aerial assault of the bowling. After two 
more lost balls and Jezza telling BB that he need a double tone, his quad went on him and so did his wicket. Muddo knocked it 
around for 4 more runs and then found himself sitting in the gloomy bears dug out. Ed set his intentions from the first ball wielding 
his bat and get off the mark with a boundary along the ground, followed by him being sent packing and that was the end of the 
first inning all out for 131.  

The KCCC captain had no hesitation to send us back in for a second dig. The Bears opened with Jezza and BB, there where jokes 
that they would both block out the first 2 overs and then see what was doing. That was not adhered to as BB and Jezza were 
removed for 3 and 4 respectively. Seedy Creedy was sent packing for a duck Muddo and Ed knocked it around for 11 each. When 
Ed was removed Knock Out returned to some unfinished business. Smashing the ball baseball style of over the park losing 3 balls 
in the process and bringing up his first 100 for the bears in his first match!!! Including 8 fours and 8 sixes, the rest of his runs 
came from very boring singles. Muddo was removed somewhere in between the barrage of 4‟s & 6‟s. Robbie Wallace replaced 
muddo and went on scoring with some lovely shots that left the opposition stunned at what this man can do with a bat. Robbie 
Wallace was removed for 36, with a partnership with knock out of about 130. GK (8) appeared and knocked a few nervous runs 
around with his new female admirer watching on. All out for 181; which meant KCCC a grand total of 6 runs for an outright.  

BB bowled the first over, first ball was pushing off the fence and landed an off spinner and completed the over for 0/0 except for 
the 4 byes that GK let through. Muddo introduced himself into the attack and the winning runs where hit on the 3rd ball.  

It looks bright for the B-res team if we could all apply and fire in the same innings.  

Cheers, 

The Bears Weekly Telegraph  

B-Res Match Report 
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Next Game 

V North Shore  

at Tunks 2 

 

 

Bears 8/56 (Shah 17, P. Thomson 14)  

& 4/258 dec (P. Thomson 145, Ashton 67) 

Lost Outright to Cammeray 7/157 dec (3/40 Swanson, 2/35 Heathwood) 

And 7/160 (Swanson 5/71, Hughes 2/28) 

At Allan Small Oval 

 
Swanny was the Stand in skipper for the match, and the first order of the day was to lose the toss and 

get sent in to bat. This would not normally be a problem, but in this case the batting report will not 

take much longer than 1 paragraph. Wickets were tumbling all around, with only Shah (17) and 

Thomson (14) looking even remotely comfortable at the wicket. Swanny got off the mark with a square 

cut for 6, but didn‟t go on with it after that (7). Brendan was a little unlucky with a ball that appeared 

to have clipped the edged of the pitch not called a no ball and edging through to slips. The rest of us 

didn‟t really have an excuse. 

 

Rolled for 56. 

 

We needed to bowl and field well and that we did, we took our chances and despite being 2 players 

down fielded like there were 13 of us out there. Stand in player Harry (long story there) bowled 

strongly for his wickets and Swanny was once again hitting the right line with his offies and toppies (or 

the „zippa‟ as Shah has nicknamed it) with 3 wickets. There was a steady flow of wickets but there was 

never enough runs to bowl at and first inning points was lost fairly quickly. Cammeray closed their 

innings with a 100 run lead so they could have a go at us at the end of the day. Special mention to 

Brendan and Chris who both fielded superbly, letting nothing through them, and a slap on the back of 

the head to stand in skipper Swanny for not calling a catch on the boundary, and getting taken out by 

a diving teammate (Harry) as the ball hit the fingertips. Think Steve Waugh‟s nose v Dizzy Gillespie‟s 
shin, except it was Harry‟s shoulder v Swanny‟s ankle. Winner = shoulder. 

For the second dig Chris and Nick Mannix saw the day out without incident. 

Another day and another turn-around in fortunes and we were back to our normal selves, Chris at one 

end pushing the singles and effortlessly cover driving for 4‟s, and at the other end (after Nick and 

Worms fell) Thommo smacking anything close to bad delivery into or way over the fence. The plan was 

to be 150 in front and then have a go at them in the last 30 overs, and it looked like happening. At the 

tea interval Thommo was on 80 odd, a quick drink and the acceleration to 145 was staggering. 

Finishing with 6 sixes and 18 fours it was easily the performance of the day. Hugh‟s (12*) and Brendan 

(4*) shared the red ink for the innings, with Brendan‟s highlight being a fantastic 4 to get off the mark, 

followed by a leave?? The next ball despite knowing it was the last over before declaration. Sometimes 
instinct to leave a good ball just kicks in. 

Time to bowl again, and they got off to a flyer against Thommo (who could barely stand after his ton) 

and Worms. A quick bowling change and Swanny (5/71) had two caught and bowled off his first two 

deliveries. From there the runs slowed with some probing bowling and Cammeray were looking shaky. 
Davo bagged a couple but in the end Cammeray snuck home with 2 wickets to spare. 

All in all a good fight back by the bears after a shocker of a start. 

 

C-Grade Match Report 
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Bears 172 (Yardley 59, Giffin 41)  

Lost To Cammeray 9/175 (4/27 Hage, 1/21 Chaudry) 

At Primrose 2 

 

C1 Day recorded their first loss of the season with an (eventually) spirited but overall below par 

performance. Making 172 on a fast small ground was about 25 runs shy of a fair score but as Rick 

correctly pointed out, NSLCC wins games with the ball , not the bat so we were still reasonably 

confident at the change of innings. Among the five dock indoor hall-of-famers who filled in, Dave Giffin 

did best with the bat making 41. This included a towering drive that made it all the way to the canal at 

the end of the ground on the fly. Among the regulars, Grumbles and Eyles made 18 a piece while jy 

made 59. The 

only thing worth mentioning about this more than slightly streaky innings was that more than half of 

the runs came from one over. As was mentioned after the game, the root cause of the team's 

relatively low score was the simple fact that we were 3 down while the opening bowlers were still 

pinging away. From my own observations in this grade, seeing off the openers is even more important 

than usual since the drop down to the change bowlers is often large and a opportunity abounds if our 

openers can make it through the first 8 overs. 

  

Speaking of seeing off the opening bowlers, their batsmen managed an opening stand of 67 against 

some tight bowling from Waqar and some expensive (if a little unlucky) bowling from jy. In spite of 

some good fielding (excellent direct hits to both Dave Dunk and Shez) and of course another good 

performance from Budgie (4/27 from 8), this platform was too strong and they saw off a late attempt 

to snatch victory with 1 wicket and a few overs to spare. 

  

Anyway, it would be hard to regard this as more than a hiccup/minor setback/speedbump etc etc so 

not too much soul searching is required I dont think. 

  

JY 

  

P.S. They were a good natured opposition and possibly the most of honest we'll find in a while - 

needing 2 runs to tie in a high pressure finish their batsmen complete a double run ... but no ! .....the 

square leg umpire calls a short run which I dont think any bear had noticed. The scorers took some 

convincing (disbelief i think) but more strength to the umpire for calling it.

C-1 Day Match Report (Round 4) 
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Next Games 

 

Round 6 

V Ramrods  

At Naremburn 

Lower 

 

Round 7 

V Northbridge 

At Alan Small 

Oval 

 

 

Bears 4/158 (T. Ayoub 68*, N. Ayoub 31)  

Beat North Shore 9/156 (2/13 Eyles, 2/22 R. Ayoub) 

At Naremburn Lower 

 

North Shore batted first on a slightly damp outfield which saw the ball soften 

quickly. Accompanied by a bit of luck one of their openers made 56 through some 

strong hitting across the line before being bowled by Budgie. Along the way he'd 

been dropped twice and had a ball deflect off the stumps without dislodging the 

bails in the first over ("I thought yards was faster than that" - E. Hage). Anyway, 

there's not much else to report beyond Ricko bowling their only other threat for 29 

and Eyles thowing up a full length against leaden footed batsmen to tie them down 

after the drinks break. Aftab bowled with good pace but the cheapskate council 

and their razor thin pitch caused him some problems. I should also mention some 

good fielding from the bears in general and in particular by Dean C and Norm A (who is by *far* the 

fastest adult Ayoub getting around these days). 

 

Anyway, opposition make 9/156 from the full 40, bears confident but not complacent heading out to 

chase. 

 

Ricko looked great (cut shot fwd of square in particular) but got a bit over ambitious and flat batted one 

back to the bowler. Grumbles hopped back in front of his stumps and left me with no choice when hit in 

front. After Son-Of-Grumbles was also judged out lbw for 9 we were not quite so confident but then both 

Norm and Tom Ayoub (do these guys have nicknames ?) really settled in and batted well to form a 

partnership of 86 which essentially won the game. Norm was solid throughout while Tom looked really 

good after sorting out some early head lifting. After Norm departed we slogged our way to victory with 

Tom making 68 in red ink. 

 

On the statistical front it is worth mentioning that with a bit of turn and a good length, E. Hage (Budgie, 

Birdman) is leading the comp with 14 wickets from 5 games  (next best is 11). 

 

On the advice front I have two things to mention: 

 

1/ When umpiring make sure you check the position of the batsman's feet as he takes guard. Remember 

that astroturf bounces more than turf (usually). One of the reasons batsmen sometimes take guard out 

of their crease is to diminish the chance of being out lbw so make sure you take note when umpiring. 

 

2/ There is no excuse for the stumps to be vacant while the batsmen are running. Don't let them get 

away with a stupid run just because there was no one waiting at the stumps to receive the throw. This is 

basic stuff. 

JY 

C-1 Day Match Report (Round 5) 
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Congratulations to Tom Ayoub who gets player of the 

round for his solid 68* in the only winning team of the 

round. 

 

In A-Grade Wilton was the best of the bowlers‟ with 3 

wickets. 

 

In B-Res the Nusalim racked up his first a ton for the 

club, Banno got a half ton and Creedy took 3 wickets 

 

In C-Grade the trend continues with Paul Thomson smashing another fantastic century, Chris 

Ashton rock solid with another 50. Behind the stumps Steve Shah was still taking everything that 

came to him. And in the bowling, Swanny took 8 wickets for the match including his second 5 fa for 

the season. 

 

In C-1 Day Round 4, Yards continued to pile on the runs with another half ton and Elias Hage bagged 

4 wickets to continue his top start to the season. 

 

In C-1 Day Round 5, Tom Ayoub posted an undefeated 68 and partnered Norm Ayoub to bring the 

bears home, and all the bowlers chipped with most taking 2 wickets to help return the C1 dayers to 

their winning ways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Player Results and Statistics 

Players of the Round 08/09  

1. James Yardley 57* 

2. Chris Ashton 84 

3. Tom Ayoub 68* 
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It‟s a bit early in the season for these tables to be used for bragging rights, but here they are anyway. 

Still working on the Chumps stats, a few more rounds of data will make things more interesting. 

 

Total Runs 
   

Wickets 
 Name Runs 

  
Name Wickets 

Thomson, Paul 286 
  

Swanson, Greg 20 

Yardley, James 210 
  

Hage, Elias 14 

Ashton, Chris 167 
  

Ayoub, Rick 8 

Ayoub, Tom 157 
  

Eyles, Steve 6 

Nusalim, Patrick 121 
  

Yardley, James 6 

      Best Batting 
   

Best Bowling 
 Name Best 

  
Name Best 

Thomson, Paul 145 
  

Swanson, Greg 7/39 

Nusalim, Patrick 101 
  

Hage, Elias 5/36 

Ashton, Chris 84 
  

Eyles, Steve 4/40 

Yardley, James 83 
  

Yardley, James 3/28 

Banning, Brent 78 
  

Rutherford, Chris 3/43 

      Ducks 
   

Catches 
 Name Ducks 

  
Name Catches 

Creedy, Cameron 2 
  

Ashton, Chris 3 

Ayoub, Tom 1 
  

Ayoub, Rick 3 

Creedy, John 1 
  

Giffin, Ken 3 

Doyle, John 1 
  

Swanson, Greg 3 

Eales, Tony 1 
  

Webster, Tom 3 

Fischer-Gray, Saxon 1 
    Hage, Elias 1 
    Mannix, Nick 1 
    McGrath, Nick 1 
    O'Heir, Brendan 1 
    Pearce, Darren 1 
    Raman, Raj 1 
   

 
Smart, Jason R 1 

   Wadwania, Shezzad 1 
    Wallace, Rob 1 
    

      Keeping 
     Name Stumpings Catches 

   Shah, Steve 3 7 
   Kings, Mathew 0 2 
   Chow, Ashley 0 1 
   Fraser, Bradley 0 1 
   Wadwania, Shezzad 4 0 
   

 

 

Champs and Chumps 
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Member’s subscriptions 
 

Member‟s subscriptions for the 2008-09 season stands at $240.00 (Note that this DOESNOT include 

Leagues Club membership). 

Please have your subs paid in full by the end of round 3 (both one and 2 day comps).If you Would like 

to pay your subs in installments, please contact me directly to discuss further Minimum installment 

amounts of $50.00 is preferable). 

If you know in advance that you will not be available for the full season or at least 3/4 of the season, 

please let me know. We can offer you an alternative of a per game fee. This can be paid either 

electronically or directly to your captain before the game or to me personally. Please speak to me to 

confirm the amount. 

If you intend to make payments directly to the cricket club account via Internet Banking, please ensure 

that you put your name in the "additional notes" field of the deposit so I know you have paid. 

NSLCC Account: 

BSB: 732-229 

Account: 549409 

It is important that all players are aware that the executive together with the selection committee have 

agreed & will enforce the policy of NO PAY, NO PLAY so it is in both yours & the club's best interest to 

finalize your member‟s subscriptions as soon as possible. 

For More details please contact either myself, your captain or a member of the Executive. 

 

Jason Smart, 

N.S.L.C.C. Treasurer 

Jasonrsmart@hotmail.com 

 

Double Wicket 
To be held on Sunday 7th December 2008 at Northbridge oval, in order to start sorting out the 

numbers can players who are interested please send an email to the Growl. 

  

 

 

Notices 


